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The University of Dayton, in the midst of the largest land expansion in history, is preparing to welcome one of the biggest first-year classes in history as cumulative sponsored research has topped $1.5 billion.

This is a university on the rise.

Click on the related links to read the July 18 Dayton Daily News' front-page analysis of the University of Dayton's upward momentum.

In addition, this month’s Dayton B2B magazine features a full-page photo of University of Dayton President Daniel J. Curran in "Future Remains Bright for Innovation in Dayton." The piece uses the move of the University of Dayton Research Institute to the 1700 South Patterson Building — NCR’s former world headquarters — to chronicle cutting-edge technology work at the University of Dayton’s IDCAST (Institute for the Development and Commercialization of Advanced Sensor Technology). The University's annual sponsored research volume is approaching $100 million.

For more information, contact Teri Rizvi at 937-229-3255 or rizvi@udayton.edu.